By substitution, T = Gad exactly, and the numerical expression is [l";] T = 0.297,556,782 Gaa4 which differ slightly from St. Venant's result of 0.296 or 0.2966.2 2The value 0.296 is from the table in S. Timoshenko's Theory of elasticity, p. 250, 1st ed., 2nd and 8th impression (1933 and 1934), McGraw-Hill; while from the datum given in I. Todhunter and K. Pearson's A history of the theory of elasticity and of the strength of materials, vol. II, part I, p. 193, we have T = 0.37761/ = 0.3776 X Oa X (xa2)/2 X a2/2 = 0.2966GW.
The differential equation
in which X is a real parameter and/(<), for -<» <<<<», is a real-valued, continuous, periodic function (^0), arises in problems dealing with the propagation of waves in *Reeeived November 10, 1950.
